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Our Contribution

‣ We build a fine-grained domain adaptation dataset for machine translation, FGraDA, to 
motivate wider investigation in such scenario. 

‣ We compare different existing domain adaptation approaches and benchmark the FGraDA 
dataset. 

‣ We present in-depth analyses showing that there are still challenging problems to further 
improve the performance with heterogeneous resources.

๏ Domain Adaptation 
‣ Domain Adaptation aim at adapting a general domain NMT model to a target domain. 
‣ Current research of domain adaptation usually considers very broad target domains. 
‣ The words or sentences in different sub-domains have different language phenomena.

๏ Fine-grained Domain Adaptation 
◆ There are limited time and budget to collect data (especially parallel data). 
◆ Speicific research may be needed to model fine-grained domains with other 

heterogeneous resources that are more availble.

๏ Dataset Overview 
‣ Adaptation resource: bilingual dictionary and wiki knowledge base 
‣ Evalutation resource: development and test set

● Data Dropout
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FGraDA Dataset

๏ Development and test set 
‣ We collect and label parallel data as development and test set.

Benchmarks
๏ Baselines 
‣ Base: directly using a general domain Transformer 
‣ DictGBS: Performing constrained decoding for Base with in-domain dictionary 
‣ DictFT: fine-tuning Base on the in-domain dictionary 

‣ WikiBT: using sentences of wiki seed pages for back-translation and fine-tune Base on it 
‣ WikiBT+DictGBS: Applying constrained decoding on WikiBT 

๏ Bechmark Results 
‣ DictGBS and WikiBT improve the baseline to some extent. 
‣ DictFT barely brings any improvement. 
‣ With both resources, WikiBT+DictFT achieves the best performance. However, the 

translation performance of it on a large portion of test sentences is not satisfactory, 
e.g., under 20.

Remaining Challenges
๏ Mining from the Dictionary 
‣ The domain dictionary contains accurate translation knowledge about the domain specific 

words 
‣ However, a large portion of dictionary items are still mis-translated. 
‣ Simply forcing the models to generate infrequent in-domain words is not sufficient. 

๏ Mining from Wiki knowledge Base 
‣ Wiki knowledge base contain rich structural knowledge that may help the NMT model to 

“understand” domain specific words. 
‣ The first sentence in the page is usually the definition for title word. 
‣ Words that have link pages are closely related to the current title word. 

๏ Mining from the Domain Hierarchy 
‣ Leveraing resources from other related sub-domains.

Table 1: An example where the Chinese word “卡”  
have different translations in different sub-domains of IT.

Figure 1: Visualization of sentences from general domain and IT fine-grained domains.

๏ Wiki knowledge base 
‣ It is publicly available resource. 
‣ It contain rich monolingual resources and have additional structural knowledge. 
‣ We collect domain related English wikipages with the help of link relations.

Table 2: Main statistics of our dataset.
● Bilingual Dictionary 
‣ It is easier and cheaper to obtain. 
‣ It contains domain-specific word-level correspondences between the two langauges. 
‣ We manually build a small set of bilingual dictionaries.

Table 3: Examples of the annotated bilingual dictionary.

Figure 2: Illustration of the wiki knowledge  
base provided in our dataset.

Table 4:Detailed statistics of  
our wiki knowledge base.

Table 5: Translation results (BLEU scores) on  
four fine-grained domains. Figure 3:Distribution of sentence BLEU scores 

on four fine-grained domains.

Table 6: The translation accuracy (%) of  
items in the dictionary.

Figure 4:Dictionary words translation accuracy and BLEU 
w.r.t. different weights in GBS on AV test set.Table 7: The performance on all four test sets.
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